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any cleavage of interest between them and the poorer classes,
could count on these richer farmers' support; just as at
Sparta, throughout the classical period, the Spartiates could
always count on the support of the landholders of the
surrounding townships of their territory—those " dwellers
around " who probably represent Dorian conquerors, whose
political rights had lapsed because they lived too far away
to exercise them. These Perioikoi were always ready to
help against either Argives or Arkadians or those foes within,
the Helots, whom Greeks usually believed to represent a
conquered native population.1
There were many reasons why the Homeric king should
everywhere disappear or be reduced to a figurehead. First
—important, though only a negative reason—the dark age
with its exhausted slumber, with the cessation of conquests
and migrations like those of the Dorians, and of piratical
raids on the grand scale like the raids on Troy and on Thebes
" for the flocks of Oidipous ",2 remove,d the old reason which
had made unity of command a necessity. But once this
absolute necessity, for a people on the war-path, was removed,
the natural jealousy of " the best people" against the
irresponsible headship of one whom they felt to be no better
than themselves could have free play, and, whether or not
the name of king is preserved, the head of the state every-
where has his power severely curtailed ; usually he becomes
no more than an elected president, responsible to his fellow-
nobles.3 Thus the aristocracy secures itself against the
danger of being driven into unwelcome courses by the
eccentricities of an individual. It has often been observed
that already in the Odyssey King Alkinoos is assisted by a
council of twelve other kings, among whom he seems to
be merely primus inter pares ; and that the language which
the subordinate kings of Agamemnon's confederacy venture
to hold towards their overlord, even " in the face of the
enemy ", is very like that which they refuse to tolerate
1	TTiepp. frag. 134 (Ath. vi, 265), Ephoros, frag. 18 (Str. vjii, 364-5),
Hellamkos, frag, 67, ap. Harpokr., s.v.
2	Hesiod, W.D., 163.
8 Cf. Nflsson, Homer and Mycenae, pp. 240-1; and pp. 190,198 below.

